Productivity and growth through diversity:
multiculturalism must move to the core of all
government policy
The Federation of Ethnic Communities’ Councils of Australia (FECCA) reiterates the importance of multicultural issues moving
to the core of all government policy and programs.
Australia’s multiculturalism is something we should be very proud of, however, it is not reflected proportionately in government
policies.
People from culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) backgrounds constitute a significant proportion of the Australian
population. It’s important that they are empowered, supported and well-resourced in all government policy and programs.
Migrants and refugees experience higher levels of unemployment and earn at or below the minimum wage based on a number
of barriers. These can include discrimination, education background, skills recognition, language barriers and lack of Australian
work experience.
Empowering diverse communities by enabling opportunities that allow everyone to participate and contribute to society is critical
to fostering their economic, social and cultural contributions.
People from CALD backgrounds are innovative, resourceful, and have enhanced productivity and competitiveness in business.
Many Australian entrepreneurs are migrants, and manage small, medium and large enterprises.
We believe targeted policies will address the specific needs of Australia’s CALD population, nurture social inclusion and ensure
we uphold a cohesive society.
FECCA would like to see a real commitment from all parties to adopt policies that respond to Australia’s cultural and linguistic
diversity; where multicultural issues move from the margins of public policy, to the core of all government policies and programs.
You can find all your latest multicultural election content on the Federal Election 2016 webpage on the FECCA website.
FECCA’s election priorities: Governing for All Australians: A Policy Platform to Respond to Australia’s Cultural and Linguistic
Diversity
Major parties’ responses: Federal Election 2016: Multicultural policy commitments from the major parties
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